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Abstract

Secretion from many endocrine cells is a result of calcium-regulated exocytosis due to Ca$^{2+}$-influx. Using the patch-clamp technique, voltage pulses can be applied to the cells to open Ca$^{2+}$-channels, resulting in a measurable Ca$^{2+}$-current, and evoke exocytosis, which can be seen as an increase in membrane capacitance. A common tool for evaluating the relation between Ca$^{2+}$-influx and exocytosis is to plot the increase in capacitance ($\Delta C_m$) as a function of the integral of the measured Ca$^{2+}$-current ($Q$). When depolarizations of different lengths are imposed, the rate of exocytosis is typically higher for shorter than for longer pulses, which has been suggested to result from depletion of a granule pool or from Ca$^{2+}$-current inactivation. It is here demonstrated that $\Delta C_m$ as a function of $Q$ can reveal if Ca$^{2+}$-current inactivation masquerades as pool depletion. Moreover, it is shown that a convex, cooperativity-like, relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ surprisingly can not occur as a result of cooperative effects, but can result from delays in the exocytotic process or in Ca$^{2+}$-dynamics. An overview of expected $\Delta C_m$-versus-$Q$ relations for a range of explicit situations is given, which should help in the interpretation of data of depolarization-evoked exocytosis in endocrine cells.
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Introduction

Secretion from a variety of endocrine cells is a result of calcium-regulated exocytosis, triggered by $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ entry through voltage-gated channels in response to depolarizations (1). The same processes underlie secretion of neurotransmitters, but synaptic release is orders of magnitude faster, and in the following the focus will be on endocrine cells, in particular chromaffin cells and pancreatic $\beta$-cells.

The patch-clamp technique has been widely used to investigate the kinetics and $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-sensitivity of exocytosis. Since membrane capacitance is proportional to the area of the membrane, the insertion of granules in the plasma membrane leads to an increase in capacitance that can be measured experimentally (2). Flash-release of ’caged’ $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ leads to uniform increases in cytosolic $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ concentration, which allow direct monitoring of the exocytotic response and its sensitivity to $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ (3–8). In voltage-clamp mode, depolarizing pulses can be applied to trigger exocytosis in a more physiological way, because membrane fusion is a result of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-currents, which can be monitored during the depolarization. However, the membrane capacitance can not be measured during the depolarization for technical reasons, which means that only the total increase in capacitance is obtained (2, 9–11).

To circumvent this limitation of the method one can apply depolarizations of different lengths to approximate the exocytotic response of a hypothetical single capacitance curve (5, 10–17). Typically, the rate of exocytosis is higher for shorter than for longer pulses, which has been suggested to result mainly from depletion of an immediately releasable pool of granules (5, 11) or from $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-current inactivation (10, 12). When $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ enters through membrane channels steep spatial gradients are formed creating so-called nanodomains (NDs), where the $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-concentration reaches tens of $\mu\text{M}$ (18). ND-controlled exocytosis is determined mostly by the number of open $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-channels, which can decrease during depolarizations because of channel inactivation. However, in the presence of clusters of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-channels, the relation is less straightforward (19).

Another approach to study the exocytotic response to changes in $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-currents is to vary the extra-cellular $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-concentration, which modifies the single-channel current and the ND $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-concentration $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{ND}}$ (5, 12). In this way, the dependence on $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{ND}}$ can be studied more directly, though care must be taken to compensate for screening effects, which shift the activation curve of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-channels to more positive potentials (20), and faster $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-dependent inactivation (5). Alternatively, the voltage of the depolarizations can be changed (9, 10, 12, 14). These approaches modify both the
number of open channels and the single-channel current, which complicates the data analysis. Naturally, these two approaches can be applied simultaneously or combined with the pulse-length protocol.

A widely used tool for evaluating the relation between Ca$^{2+}$-influx and exocytosis is to plot the increase in capacitance as a function of the charge, i.e., the integral of the measured Ca$^{2+}$-current (5, 12, 14, 17). This analysis, while simple to perform, is not completely transparent because of nonlinear dependencies of exocytosis on Ca$^{2+}$-concentrations, spatial Ca$^{2+}$-gradients and involvement of various Ca$^{2+}$-channel types that might couple differently to exocytosis, to name a few possible caveats. The aim of the present manuscript is to provide a deeper analysis of the relation between cumulative capacitance and Ca$^{2+}$ entry resulting from voltage-clamp depolarizations in endocrine cells under a range of explicit assumptions.

A convex or sigmoidal relation between a response variable (e.g., rate of exocytosis) and a triggering variable (e.g. [Ca$^{2+}$]) is the hallmark of cooperativity, and suggests the involvement of >1 unit of the causing variable (e.g., Ca$^{2+}$ ions) in evoking the response (21, 22). Flash-release of caged-Ca$^{2+}$ has established that exocytosis depends cooperatively on the Ca$^{2+}$-concentration (3–5). This approach investigates the biochemical cooperativity, i.e., the number of Ca$^{2+}$-ions that needs to bind to a Ca$^{2+}$-sensor to trigger exocytosis. Current cooperativity considers the rate of exocytosis as a function of the Ca$^{2+}$-current, and is different from the biochemical cooperativity (23). Channel cooperativity or saturation will here denote, respectively, whether the opening of more channels in a Ca$^{2+}$-channel cluster increases the probability of exocytosis supra- or sub-linearly. This usage is different from Matveev et al. (23), who used the term channel cooperativity to describe the average number of Ca$^{2+}$-channels involved in the release of a single vesicle. Finally, a convex or sigmoidal relation between total capacitance increase and Ca$^{2+}$-entry has been suggested to arise from cooperativity (14, 15, 24). As the present work will show, this is not necessarily the case. Therefore the term cooperativity-like will be used if the total capacitance increase is a convex or sigmoidal function of Ca$^{2+}$-entry.

**Modeling and Results**

Mathematical models of biological systems can be classified into two different groups, depending on their purpose (25). "Models-to-simulate" describe the biology based on biophysical, mechanistic hypotheses. Parameter values are usually taken from the literature, or chosen to get reasonable behav-
ior of the model. This type of models has been used also in the study of exocytosis (26, 27). The other approach is to use "models-to-measure" to extract otherwise unknown information, for example from exocytosis data (16, 28). Such models are based on a simpler physiological description of the system under investigation, and the model complexity is minimal to assure more transparent conclusions. This latter modeling approach is used in the following.

Exocytosis is assumed to be triggered from a finite pool of granules (measured in fF) by Ca\(^{2+}\) located either in nanodomains below Ca\(^{2+}\)-channels or from a general submembrane compartment. The pool size \(R\) is described by

\[
\frac{dR}{dt} = -E(t)R, \quad R(0) = R_0,
\]

where \(E(t)\) is the rate of exocytosis, which is to be specified according to the scenario studied. \(E(t)\) will depend on the time-varying Ca\(^{2+}\) currents, but is assumed not to depend on \(R(t)\). Since refilling of the pool is slow (16, 17, 29, 30), it is assumed not to take place during the short (<1 second) depolarizations studied here.

The cumulative capacitance increase during a depolarization \(\Delta C_m\) reflects the amount of exocytosis and is given by

\[
\Delta C_m(t) = R_0 - R(t),
\]

since no refilling is assumed. It is also assumed that endocytosis is negligible (31, 32).

Eq. 1 describing the granule pool dynamics can be solved explicitly to yield

\[
R(t) = R_0 \exp \left( - \int_0^t E(s) ds \right).
\]

When inserting this expression in Eq. 2, the following explicit formula for the cumulative capacitance is obtained,

\[
\Delta C_m(t) = R_0 \left( 1 - \exp \left( - \int_0^t E(u) du \right) \right).
\]

The total amount of Ca\(^{2+}\) entering during a depolarization of duration \(t\) is described by the charge \(Q(t) = \int_0^t I_{Ca}(s) ds\), i.e., the integral of the whole cell Ca\(^{2+}\)-current \(I_{Ca}\). Throughout the manuscript currents and charges are assumed positive, in particular \(I_{Ca}\) denotes the absolute value of the calcium current, which by convention is negative when Ca\(^{2+}\) flows into the cell.
Pulse-length protocol

A commonly used protocol to study pool depletion is to apply depolarizing pulses of different lengths (10–14). Since capacitance cannot be measured reliably during a depolarization, this approach is taken to probe the exocytotic response to a hypothetical single depolarization at several points assuming that the kinetics and pool size does not vary from pulse to pulse. The following subsections analyze the expected relation between cumulative capacitance increase $\Delta C_m$ and $Ca^{2+}$-entry $Q$ under various assumptions.

One Ca$^{2+}$-channel type, one channel per nanodomain

When granules are located in Ca$^{2+}$-nanodomains at the inner mouth of Ca$^{2+}$-channels, the rate of exocytosis is controlled by the nanodomain (ND) Ca$^{2+}$-concentration, $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$. Assume for now that all Ca$^{2+}$-channels are identical and spatially discrete. Then $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$ below an open Ca$^{2+}$-channel is approximately proportional to the single-channel current $i_{Ca}$ (33). During depolarizations, the whole-cell Ca$^{2+}$-current $I_{Ca}$ might inactivate, which is caused by the closure of single Ca$^{2+}$-channels, i.e., the number of open channels decreases during the depolarization but with no change to the single-channel current $i_{Ca}$ through the remaining open channels. This in turn implies that the number of NDs $N_{ND}(t)$, which is proportional to $I_{Ca}(t)$, decreases, but the Ca$^{2+}$-concentration is unchanged in the remaining NDs. The rate of exocytosis from each ND, $e_{ND} = e_{ND}([Ca^{2+}]_{ND})$, is therefore constant until the collapse of the ND because of closure of the corresponding Ca$^{2+}$-channel, independently of the functional form of the relation between $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$ and $e_{ND}$. The total rate of exocytosis can then be expressed as

$$E(t) = e_{ND}N_{ND}(t) = e_{ND}I_{Ca}(t)/i_{Ca} = AI_{Ca}(t),$$

where $A = e_{ND}/i_{Ca}$. From Eq. 4 we then obtain

$$\Delta C_m(t) = R_0 \left[1 - \exp \left(-AQ(t)\right)\right]. \quad (6)$$

Note that Eq. 6 describes simple first-order pool kinetics when time is rescaled to $Q(t)$.

If $AQ(t)$ is small, i.e., if the cumulative exocytotic rate is sufficiently low, then the granule pool does not deplete substantially and Eq. 6 simplifies to

$$\Delta C_m(t) = R_0AQ(t). \quad (7)$$

Thus, in the case of no pool depletion and with exocytosis of each granule controlled by a single channel, cumulative exocytosis is linearly related to
total Ca$^{2+}$ entry (19). However, if the granule pool is eventually depleted, then $\Delta C_m$ will be a concave function of $Q$ (Fig. 1A). Hence, $\Delta C_m$ must be analyzed as a function of $Q$ to decide whether pool depletion occurs, since Ca$^{2+}$-channel inactivation might masquerade as pool depletion when considering capacitance increase as a function of depolarization length.

**Delayed exocytosis**

Flash-release experiments have shown that exocytosis is slightly delayed with respect to a raise in the calcium concentration (5, 13, 16). The analysis of the previous section of the situation with one Ca$^{2+}$-channel type and one channel and granule per ND carries over with minor changes when a delay is included. Consider a discrete delay $\tau$ between the time when Ca$^{2+}$ reaches triggering concentrations in a ND and the formation of the fusion pore that can be seen as an increase in membrane capacitance. The exocytotic rate is now related to the calcium current as

$$E(t) = AI(t - \tau),$$

so that $\Delta C_m = 0$ for $t \leq \tau$ and

$$\Delta C_m(t) = R_0 \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -AQ(t - \tau) \right) \right], \text{ for } t > \tau.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The consequence is that $(Q(t), \Delta C_m(t))$ follows the $Q$-axis until $(Q(\tau), 0)$, before moving upwards. The shape of the curve after the threshold will reflect the relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q(t - \tau)$ so that in the absence of pool depletion, an almost straight line will be followed, while an near-exponential relation will appear when the pool empties (Fig. 1B, the exact form depends on the shape of $I_{Ca}$). Considering measurement errors and cell-to-cell variability, the overall relation between $Q$ and $\Delta C_m$ might look convex or sigmoidal, deceptively suggesting cooperativity at a first glance.

More realistically, the exocytotic response will have a distributed delay, for example because of a series of steps (a linear chain) before pore formation (4), or subpools with different response times. Then $\Delta C_m$ as a function of $Q$ will be a sum of curves leaving the $Q$-axis at different $Q(\tau_i)$ values (dotted in Fig. 1C), i.e., a sum of curves with the form shown in Fig. 1B. This will result in a smoother departure from the $Q$-axis, yielding a more cooperativity-like curve, even in the complete absence of cooperativity (Fig. 1C).

**Deceptive curvature of $\Delta C_m$ as a function of $Q$**

Before considering cases with cooperativity or saturation, a more general result is presented. Assume that $E$ is described as a function of $I_{Ca}$. The
relation between $E$ and $I_{Ca}$ will be translated below to a description of $\Delta C_m$ as a function of $Q$.

During a depolarization, $(Q(t), \Delta C_m(t))$ describes a plane curve starting at the origin $(0, 0)$. Consider a small time step from $t$ to $t + dt$ during which the point $(Q(t), \Delta C_m(t))$ moves to $(Q(t + dt), \Delta C_m(t + dt))$. The direction of this movement is (Fig. 2C)

$$\frac{(Q(t + dt), \Delta C_m(t + dt)) - (Q(t), \Delta C_m(t))}{dt} \approx \left( I_{Ca}(t)dt, E(t)R(t)dt \right),$$

(10)

hence, the slope of $(Q(t), \Delta C_m(t))$, i.e., $\frac{d\Delta C_m}{dq}(t)$, is given by

$$\frac{E(t)R(t)}{I_{Ca}(t)}.$$ (11)

If $E(t)$ is a convex function of $I_{Ca}(t)$ (current cooperativity, Fig. 2A, full curve), then $E(t)$ decreases faster than $I_{Ca}(t)$ during inactivation (Fig. 2B). Therefore, $\frac{d\Delta C_m}{dq}(t)$ will decrease with time, compare open and closed circles in Fig. 2 (representing early and late time-points, respectively). For example, if $E$ is proportional to $[I_{Ca}(t)]^K$, then $\frac{d\Delta C_m}{dq}(t)$ is proportional to $[I_{Ca}(t)]^{K-1}R(t)$, which decreases over time. Since $Q(t)$ increases over time, this implies that $\Delta C_m$ is a concave function of $Q$ (Fig. 2C, full curve). This is the case independently of whether pool depletion takes place, though pool depletion would accentuate the decrease in $\frac{d\Delta C_m}{dq}(t)$ over time. Thus current cooperativity yields a non-obvious relation between $Q$ and $\Delta C_m$, which at first glance could misleadingly suggest saturation or pool depletion. In other words, in the presence of current cooperativity, inactivation of $I_{Ca}$ can masquerade as pool depletion even when $\Delta C_m$ is analyzed as a function of $Q$.

Assuming that the pool size $R$ does not change notably during a depolarization, the opposite is also true. If $E$ is a concave function of $I_{Ca}$, as in the case of current saturation (Fig. 2B, dashed curve), then $\Delta C_m$ is a convex function of $Q$ (Fig. 2C, dashed curve), deceptively giving the suggestion of cooperativity. With pool depletion, sigmoidal $(Q, \Delta C_m)$-curves can be expected, with a convex first part, which then inflects and becomes concave as the pool depletes.

One Ca$^{2+}$-channel type, more than one channel per nanodomain (channel clustering or domain overlap)

Assume that a cluster of a certain type of Ca$^{2+}$-channels contain $K$ channels. For example, Barg et al. (5) found that in mouse pancreatic $\beta$-cells L-type
Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-channels, the channel type controlling fast exocytosis in these cells (5, 34, 35), are located in clusters of \( K \approx 3 \) channels. The probability of \( k \) of these \( K \) channels to be open is (23)

\[
P(n = k, t) = \binom{K}{k} p(t)^k (1 - p(t))^{K-k},
\]

where \( n \) is a random variable denoting the number of open channels in a cluster, and \( p(t) \) is the probability of each channel to be open at time \( t \).

The whole-cell rate of exocytosis is then (23)

\[
E(t) = e_{\max} M \sum_{k=1}^{K} r_k P(n = k, t), \quad 0 \leq r_1 \leq \cdots \leq r_K = 1,
\]

where \( r_k \) gives the relative reduction of exocytosis from a ND due to only \( k \) of the \( K \) channels being open, \( e_{\max} \) is the maximal rate of ND-exocytosis, which occurs when all \( K \) channels associated with the ND are open, and \( M \) is the number of Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-channel clusters.

Two extreme cases can be considered. One can envision that ND-exocytosis is saturated already with one channel open, \( r_1 = 1 \), meaning that extra Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-influx through other channels does not enhance the probability that a ND-located granule will undergo exocytosis any further. In this case when maximal exocytosis is obtained with at least one open channel, Eq. 13 becomes

\[
E(t) = e_{\max} M (1 - (1 - p(t))^K).
\]

As shown in Fig. 2B (dashed curve) for \( K = 5 \), this relation is concave as expected for a saturation curve. Since \( p \) is proportional to \( I_{Ca} \), the same holds for \( E \) as a function of \( I_{Ca} \). However, the result from the previous section yields that \( \Delta C_m \) is a convex function of \( Q \), which could deceptively suggest cooperativity (Fig. 2C, dashed curve).

At the other extreme, consider the case when all channels need to be open to trigger exocytosis, i.e., \( r_{K-1} = 0 \). Then

\[
E(t) = e_{\max} M p(t)^K,
\]

which is a convex relation. This implies that \( E \) is a convex function of \( I_{Ca} \) in this case of extreme channel cooperativity (Fig. 2B, full curve), but using the result from the previous section, that \( \Delta C_m \) is a concave function of \( Q \), misleadingly suggesting saturation (Fig. 2C, full curve).

Note that in practice the dependence of exocytosis on the number of open Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-channels in a cluster will be somewhere between the two extremes considered above, and the resulting relation between \( Q \) and \( \Delta C_m \) will describe
a curve lying between the dashed and solid curves in Fig. 2C. Considering cell-to-cell variation and measurement errors, this curve will therefore often appear near-linear in the absence of pool depletion. Thus, channel clustering can not be expected to change the conclusions from the single-channel ND case greatly: only a clear concave deviation from a linear relation between $Q$ and $\Delta C_m$ suggests pool depletion.

**Several Ca$^{2+}$-channel types**

Endocrine cells express several types of Ca$^{2+}$-channels (14, 34, 36, 37). When exocytosis is controlled from NDs below one type of Ca$^{2+}$-channels, e.g. L-type Ca$^{2+}$-channels in mouse $\beta$-cells (5, 34, 35), but not from NDs arising from other types of Ca$^{2+}$-currents, then the analysis is complicated by the fact that these other channels (e.g., non-L-type in mouse $\beta$-cells) contribute to Ca$^{2+}$ entry, $Q$, but not to cumulative exocytosis, $\Delta C_m$.

Assume for notational simplicity that exocytosis is controlled by L-type Ca$^{2+}$-channels, but not by non-L-type, as in mouse $\beta$-cells, and that channels do not form clusters. The analysis performed above for one channel type and no clustering yielding Eq. 6 is still valid when restricted to the charge entering through L-type channels $Q_L$, and we have

$$\Delta C_m(t) = R_0 \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -A_L Q_L(t) \right) \right]. \quad (16)$$

If L-type and non-L-type channels have similar inactivation kinetics, then $Q_L$ and $Q$ are approximately proportional, and Eq. 16 yields readily that Eq. 6 still holds. This scenario covers also the case where some, but not all, L-type Ca$^{2+}$-channels are associated with a granule, if one assumes that granule-binding does not affect the kinetics of inactivation.

When non-L-type Ca$^{2+}$-channels have inactivation kinetics different from L-type channels (Supplementary Fig. S1A), the situation is more complex. Consider first that the non-L-type current inactivates much more slowly than the L-type current. Then for longer depolarizations $Q$ will increase faster than $Q_L$ and $\Delta C_m$, resulting in a saturation of $\Delta C_m$ as a function of $Q$, even in the case of no pool depletion and a linear relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q_L$ (Fig. S1B).

The opposite is also true. If non-L-type channels inactivate rapidly, then for short depolarizations $Q$ and $Q_L$ grow in parallel, and in the absence of pool depletion $\Delta C_m$ approaches a linear function of $Q$, but
with steeper slope than at low $Q$-values. When pool depletion is substantial $\Delta C_m$ will approach an exponential function of $Q$. The overall relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ can therefore look either convex or sigmoidal, even with no cooperativity assumed (Fig. S1C). However, the deviation from the single-channel relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ is less pronounced in this case than for slowly inactivating non-L-type channels, since the relation will resemble the single-channel curve once the non-L-type current is inactivated, meaning that only the first part of the curve will be strictly convex.

**Exocytosis from a submembrane Ca$^{2+}$ compartment**

If exocytosis occurs away from Ca$^{2+}$ channels from a more general Ca$^{2+}$ submembrane compartment, and not from Ca$^{2+}$ NDs, then exocytosis will be delayed compared to $I_{Ca}$ because of the time required for diffusion from the Ca$^{2+}$-channels to the Ca$^{2+}$-sensor of the exocytotic machinery, even though the submembrane Ca$^{2+}$ concentration $[Ca^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$ experienced by the granules is lower than the ND concentrations (18). The time-dependence of exocytosis is in this case caused by the dynamics of $[Ca^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$ and the inactivation of the whole-cell Ca$^{2+}$-current $I_{Ca}$ rather than the collapse of single NDs. For this reason, no distinction between Ca$^{2+}$-channel types is required.

A simple model capturing these mechanisms can be formulated as follows. Ca$^{2+}$ flows into the submembrane compartment and is removed, e.g., by pumps, diffusion to the interior of the cell or other means, with the flux assumed linearly related to $[Ca^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$ (38). It is assumed that buffering of Ca$^{2+}$ occurs rapidly compared to the change in $[Ca^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$, i.e., the rapid buffer approximation holds (18, 38). This leads to

$$ \frac{dCa}{dt} = f(\alpha I_{Ca}(t) - k(Ca - Ca_c)), \quad Ca(0) = Ca_c, \quad (17) $$

where $Ca$ denotes $[Ca^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$, $f$ is the fraction of free to total Ca$^{2+}$, $\alpha$ changes current to flux, $k$ is the rate constant of Ca$^{2+}$ removal and diffusion into the cell, and $Ca_c$ is background, cytosolic Ca$^{2+}$, and is assumed constant because of the short durations of the depolarizations.

The rate of exocytosis estimated from flash-release of caged-Ca$^{2+}$ is typically a sigmoidal function of the Ca$^{2+}$ concentration reflecting the biochemical cooperativity (3–5, 8), and is therefore modeled as (27)

$$ E(Ca) = \frac{E_{\text{max}}Ca^n}{K_E^n + Ca^n}, \quad (18) $$
where $E_{\text{max}}$ is the maximal exocytotic rate, $n$ is the Hill-coefficient measuring the biochemical Ca$^{2+}$-cooperativity, and $K_E$ the [Ca$^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$ giving half-maximal rate.

Solving Eq. 17 yields the explicit expression

$$Ca(t) = Ca_c + f \alpha \int_0^t I_{Ca}(s) \exp(-fk(t-s))ds,$$

(19)
i.e., $Ca$ responds to $I_{Ca}$ after a distributed delay. Combining this observation with Eq. 18 means that exocytosis responds to $I_{Ca}$ after a (distributed) delay, which suggests that some of the findings concerning $\Delta C_m$ versus $Q$ from the section investigating explicit delays in the exocytotic process might be applicable here as well, in particular that a cooperativity-like relation could appear.

From Eq. 11 it is seen that the slope of $(Q(t), \Delta C_m(t))$ is given by $E(Ca(t))R(t)/I_{Ca}(t)$, and since $I_{Ca}(t)$ decreases over time due to inactivation (Fig. 3A), while $Ca(t)$ and hence $E(Ca)$ increases at the beginning of depolarizations (Fig. 3B), the slope will increase with time. Thus, $\Delta C_m$ will have a cooperativity-like relation to $Q$, mainly because of the delay in exocytosis caused by the slow build-up of [Ca$^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$. Interestingly, the upward curvature is typically accentuated by the fact that [Ca$^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$ is low at the beginning of a depolarization, so that $E(Ca)$ is on the convex part of the sigmoidal curve (Fig. 3C) and is approximately proportional to $Ca^n$. It might be expected from the analysis in the previous sections that the cooperative dependence of $E$ on $Ca$ would result in a concave relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$, counteracting the convexity caused by the slow increase in [Ca$^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$. However, this slower [Ca$^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$ response changes the decreasing $I_{Ca}$-trace to an increasing [Ca$^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$-curve (39) (Fig. 3AB), and therefore $\Delta C_m$ as a function of $Q$ inherits the curvature from $E(Ca)$ on the early part of the curve, accentuating the cooperativity-like relation due to the slow [Ca$^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$ build-up (Fig. 3D).

After fast transients in $I_{Ca}$, $Ca$ approaches a quasi-steady level given by $Ca_s = \alpha I_{Ca}(t)/k + Ca_c$. This means that exocytosis continues with a quasi-steady rate $E(Ca_s)$ so that $\Delta C_m$ increases near-linearly in the absence of pool depletion. Also $Q$ increases near-linearly, since $I_{Ca}$ is now approximately constant, and hence, $\Delta C_m$ approaches a linear function of $Q$ at the end of longer depolarizations. This will be the case independently of the magnitude of $Ca_s$ compared to $K_E$, and hence no hint of the calcium sensitivity can be obtained from the pulse-length protocol, in particular plotting $\Delta C_m$ as function of $Q$ will not reveal if the exocytotic rate is saturated as a function of [Ca$^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$(Fig. 3CD). Thus, the overall relation between $\Delta C_m$
and $Q$ will appear cooperativity-like since the first part of the curve will bend upwards while $Ca$ increases and $I_Ca$ inactivates, while the later part of the curve will be approximately linear when the quasi-steady state is reached (Fig. 3D). The curvature of the convex curve will have no direct relation to the biochemical cooperativity, and if the build-up of $[Ca^{2+}]_{mem}$ is sufficiently rapid, then it might be approximately linear, even in the case of high biochemical cooperativity (12, 40). In the case of pool depletion, the latter part of the curve will become concave as the pool empties.

**Varying the external Ca$^{2+}$ concentration or the test potential**

An indirect way of studying the biochemical Ca$^{2+}$-sensitivity and cooperativity of exocytosis using voltage-pulses is to vary the external Ca$^{2+}$ concentration $[Ca^{2+}]_e$, classically done by applying depolarizations of fixed duration (11, 12, 22). Raising $[Ca^{2+}]_e$ will increase single channel Ca$^{2+}$-currents and ND Ca$^{2+}$-concentrations below open Ca$^{2+}$-channels, giving an indirect measure of how exocytosis depends on $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$. However, high $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$ will in turn accelerate Ca$^{2+}$-dependent inactivation (5, 33). Thus, the relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ following longer depolarizations is not clear due to competing effects. Moreover, the activation curve of the Ca$^{2+}$-channels can be shifted to higher potentials due to screening effects (20), and the magnitude of single-channel Ca$^{2+}$-currents can be a non-linear function of $[Ca^{2+}]_e$ (41), making it difficult to relate $[Ca^{2+}]_e$ to $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$.

Assume for simplicity that all Ca$^{2+}$-channels have identical kinetics, that exocytosis occurs from NDs below single channels, and that pool depletion is negligible. Raised $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$ will increase $e_{ND}$ in Eq. 5 unless $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$ was already at saturating levels. On the other hand, the single channel current $i_Ca$ will also increase, and the relative magnitude of these two increases will determine whether $A = e_{ND}/i_Ca$ increases or decreases. The slope between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ obtained from a pulse-length protocol can be used to estimate $A$, see Eq. 7. Since $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$ is approximately proportional to $i_Ca$ (33), an increase in $A$ reflects a cooperative dependence of $e_{ND}$ on $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$, while a decrease in $A$ corresponds to $e_{ND}$ being saturated.

For the protocol varying $[Ca^{2+}]_e$, but with fixed depolarization length, the relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ depends also on how $Q$ varies with $[Ca^{2+}]_e$. Each depolarization gives a single point on a pulse-length $(Q, \Delta C_m)$-curve (Fig. S2). If $Q$ increases with $[Ca^{2+}]_e$, meaning that the effect of $[Ca^{2+}]_e$ on $i_Ca$ is stronger than screening effects and the effect on Ca$^{2+}$-current inactivation, then an increase in $A$ will give a convex relation between $Q$ and $\Delta C_m$ (Fig. S2, blue curve), thus honestly reflecting the cooperative dependence of
exocytosis ($e_{ND}$) on $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$ ($i_{Ca}$). However, the coefficient from a polynomial fit is in general unrelated to the intrinsic biochemical cooperativity coefficient.

If $A$ increases but $Q$ decreases when $[Ca^{2+}]_e$ is raised, as seen in pancreatic β-cells for longer depolarizations (5), then the relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ will be concave (Fig. S2, red curve), or might even be decreasing, since little $Ca^{2+}$-influx (at high $[Ca^{2+}]_e$) could result in more exocytosis than seen with more charge entry at lower $[Ca^{2+}]_e$(Fig. S2, black curve). Vice versa for the case when $A$ is inversely related to $[Ca^{2+}]_e$, reflecting saturation of exocytosis.

In the case of $Ca^{2+}$-channel clustering, the analysis is further complicated by the fact that channel cooperativity (Fig. 2, solid curves) can be changed to channel saturation (Fig. 2, dashed curves) as $[Ca^{2+}]_e$ is raised. Since $i_{Ca}$ is approximately proportional to $[Ca^{2+}]_e$, at least over a range of $[Ca^{2+}]_e$ (41), varying $[Ca^{2+}]_e$ several fold (5, 12) changes the current flowing through a single channel to a similar extent. If only one channel is open, this directly translates to a several fold change of $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$. Given the high intrinsic biochemical cooperativity of the exocytotic process, it is plausible that such a large change in $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$ can shift the scenario from channel cooperativity, where a single channel is insufficient to trigger exocytosis, to channel saturation, where the single channel current is evoking near-maximal exocytosis. For the pulse-length protocol the analysis of the previous sections yields that this change is seen as a concave relation between $Q$ and $\Delta C_m$ in low $[Ca^{2+}]_e$, but a convex relation at high $[Ca^{2+}]_e$ (Fig. 2). For the protocol varying $[Ca^{2+}]_e$, but with a fixed pulse duration, the relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ can then take a large variety of shapes depending on whether $A$ and $Q$ increases with $[Ca^{2+}]_e$, and the amount of channel cooperativity and saturation at the different $[Ca^{2+}]_e$.

Alternatively, the test potential during the depolarization can be varied (9–12, 14). This modifies both the $Ca^{2+}$-channel activation kinetics, and as for varying $[Ca^{2+}]_e$, the single channel currents, and hence $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$ and $Ca^{2+}$-dependent inactivation. For test potentials giving maximal activation, the discussion above concerning varying $[Ca^{2+}]_e$ still holds. For low test potentials activating few channels, the single channel current will be bigger, leading to faster $Ca^{2+}$-dependent inactivation and further lowering the number of open channels. Moreover, different $Ca^{2+}$-channel types activate at different membrane potentials, and if they couple differently to exocytosis, the analysis will be further complicated. These questions will not be pursued further here.

In short, when exocytosis is controlled by $[Ca^{2+}]_{ND}$, little information is
gained from varying $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_o$ or the test potential with a fixed pulse duration, but considerable insight can be obtained by doing a pulse-length protocol at a range of different $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_o$ or test potentials.

If exocytosis is controlled from a submembrane compartment away from Ca$^{2+}$-channels, then the properties of single channels is unimportant, and only the total current $I_{Ca}$ matters, as seen from Eq. 17. Varying the test potential or $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_o$ will in this case not change the $Q$ versus $\Delta C_m$ relation substantially, though larger currents might accelerate the build-up of Ca$^{2+}$, resulting in a shorter delay between $I_{Ca}$ and exocytosis, which will show up as a slight left shift of $\Delta C_m$ as a function of $Q$ in the pulse-length protocol.

Discussion

The voltage-clamp pulse protocols are widely used as a relatively easy and physiological method for investigating the relation between Ca$^{2+}$ and exocytosis. However, it is becoming increasingly evident that the biochemical dependence on Ca$^{2+}$ intrinsic to the exocytotic process is hard to extract from this kind of data (23). This is further illustrated in the present manuscript. Thus, flash-release of caged-Ca$^{2+}$ remains the preferred method for studying directly how Ca$^{2+}$ controls exocytosis. However, flash-release experiments need to be done using the whole-cell configuration, which is known to alter the exocytotic response compared to perforated-patch recordings (42).

One advantage of the voltage-clamp protocol is that it allows the study of different granule pools, in particular the IRP using the pulse-length protocol (5, 11, 13). As widely recognized (11, 12, 17, 30, 40, 43, 44), the exocytotic response $\Delta C_m$ must be set in relation to the Ca$^{2+}$-current, for example to $Q$, the total amount of Ca$^{2+}$ that entered the cell during the depolarization, to evaluate whether pool depletion occurred, as highlighted in Eqs. 5-7. Thus, if pool depletion is dominant, $\Delta C_m$ will be a saturating function of $Q$. If $\Delta C_m$ plateaus for longer pulse durations because of Ca$^{2+}$-channel inactivation, then the relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ will be linear. This is true for the simplest case where each releasable granule is associated with a single Ca$^{2+}$-channel and its nanodomain, but might not hold for more complex scenarios, as summarized in Table 1.

Of particular notice is the finding that a clear convex, cooperativity-like, relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ can be caused by delays, either in the exocytotic machinery or in the slow build-up of submembrane Ca$^{2+}$, but neither channel nor biochemical cooperativity result in a convex $(Q, \Delta C_m)$-curve. In contrast, channel saturation can result in a weakly convex relation (Fig. 2C).
The inverted curvature is caused by inactivation of $I_{Ca}$, which means that the $(I_{Ca}(t), E(t))$-curve is followed backwards in time, while $(Q(t), \Delta C_m(t))$ is not (Fig. 2). Therefore, the slope of $(Q(t), \Delta C_m(t))$, given by Eq. 11, will at low $Q$-values reflect the size of $E$ and $I_{Ca}$ at high $I_{Ca}$-values, and vice versa.

It is also noteworthy that Ca$^{2+}$-current inactivation can masquerade as pool depletion, not only when plotted as a function of depolarization length, but also when considered as a function of Ca$^{2+}$-entry, either in the presence of channel cooperativity (Fig. 2C), or more clearly when exocytosis is controlled mainly by a Ca$^{2+}$-current type with rapid inactivation compared to other Ca$^{2+}$-channel types with weaker coupling to exocytosis (Fig. S1B). This latter scenario must be considered for example for chromaffin cells located in mouse adrenal slices, which show a concave relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ (17), but where exocytosis is mainly controlled by rapidly inactivating R-type Ca$^{2+}$-currents (36). Thus, the pulse-length protocol is not optimal for the investigation of depletion of an IRP, and a dual-pulse protocol should be preferred (43). Indeed, the application of this protocol has shown that pool depletion does happen in chromaffin cells located in mouse adrenal slices (16).

The presence of several pools, for example a small IRP located in Ca$^{2+}$-channel NDs and a HCSP located away from Ca$^{2+}$-channels (6–8, 16), could show up as more complicated $(Q(t), \Delta C_m(t))$-curves. For example, the depletion of an IRP would give an exponential relation (Eq. 6) for low $Q$-values, but the recruitment of a submembrane controlled HCSP will give a convex or linear relation for higher $Q$-values. Depending of the degree of overlap, this could give a near-linear relation or a distinct N-shaped curve, which goes from concave to convex as $Q$ increases.

This example highlights the fact that it is hard to draw clear conclusions from a simple $\Delta C_m$-versus-$Q$ plot, see also Table 1. However, scenarios can be ruled out, for example a convex $(Q(t), \Delta C_m(t))$-curve can not result from cooperativity alone. To further narrow down the possible arrangement and control of granule pools, additional experiments are needed. For example, the use of exogenous buffers can be used to suppress exocytosis away from Ca$^{2+}$-channels (5, 17, 18), flash-release can investigate inherent delays in the exocytotic process (3–8), or blockage of different Ca$^{2+}$-channel types can be used to investigate the control by specific channel types (12, 14, 35, 36, 40), and their inactivation kinetics can then be compared to the kinetics of other channel types not directly involved in exocytosis.

Comparing different cell types, it is worth noticing that single mouse $\beta$-cells have been found to have a linear relation between $Q$ and $\Delta C_m$ in re-
response to depolarizations of different durations (5, 45), in agreement with the prediction of the theory presented here if exocytosis is controlled by L-type Ca$^{2+}$-channel NDs (5, 34, 35) and the IRP does not deplete notably during these depolarizations (Fig. 1, Eq. 7 and Table 1). A linear relationship has also been found in single mouse pancreatic α-cells (37, 44). It should be noted that L-type and non-L-type channels have similar inactivation kinetics in mouse β-cells since L-type channel contribute to ~60% of both the peak Ca$^{2+}$-current (46) and the integrated current $Q$ during a 100 ms depolarization (34). In contrast, single human β-cells have Ca$^{2+}$-channel types with great differences in inactivation kinetics (14). Moreover, exocytosis is evoked only in response to longer depolarizations and $\Delta C_m$ is a highly convex function of $Q$ (14, 15), two facts that suggest that granules are located away from Ca$^{2+}$-channels in these cells. However, flash-release experiments to rule out inherent delays in exocytosis, and depolarizations with high Ca$^{2+}$-buffer, e.g. EGTA, concentrations are needed to test this hypothesis.

Chromaffin cells show a less clear relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$. There is good evidence for depletion of an IRP in response to short depolarizations using the whole-cell method (6, 11, 16, 17, 43), while the exocytotic response to longer depolarization and in the perforated-patch configuration gives a linear (47) or convex function of Ca$^{2+}$-entry $Q$ (12). As shown here, such relations could be explained by the release of granules located away from Ca$^{2+}$-channels (see also (16, 26)). In single mouse chromaffin cells the IRP appears to be lost, and a linear relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ is found in response to the pulse-length protocol (17). In contrast, the IRP is present in mouse chromaffin cells in adrenal slice preparations (16, 17) where it is affected more by BAPTA than by EGTA (17), indicating that it is located in NDs below Ca$^{2+}$-channels (18). These different findings suggest the presence of a releasable pool located away from Ca$^{2+}$-channels, such as a HCSP, in addition to the IRP (6, 16, 26). The linear or convex relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ in single chromaffin cells could be due to the overlap of exocytosis from these pools, see above. The results from mouse adrenal slices fits into this picture if a larger IRP and a clearer distinction between pools are assumed. Alternatively the linear dependence of $\Delta C_m$ on $Q$ could arise from release of a submembrane-located pool if $[Ca^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$ responds quickly to $I_{Ca}$. The fact that a concave relationship is seen also for longer depolarizations in the presence of EGTA (17) supports this picture, since EGTA suppresses exocytosis away from Ca$^{2+}$-channels, which could allow the depletion of the IRP to appear in the $\Delta C_m$-versus-$Q$ plot.

Finally a short note on the presentation of results from the so-called train protocol. When stimulating the cell with a train of identical pulses, it is typ-
ically found that Ca\(^{2+}\)-entry \(Q(n)\) and cumulative capacitance \(\Delta C_m(n)\) per pulse decreases as a function of pulse number \(n\) (5, 13, 15, 30, 48). There are two ways of visualizing the relation between Ca\(^{2+}\)-entry \(Q\) and cumulative capacitance \(\Delta C_m\), either as per pulse results (15) (Fig. S3B), or as cumulative quantities through out the train (48) (Fig. S3C). The curvature of these two curves will be opposite if \(Q(n)\) decreases from pulse to pulse, which can be seen as follows. If \(\sum_{n=1}^{N} \Delta C_m(n)\) is a concave function of \(\sum_{n=1}^{N} Q(n)\) (Fig. S3C), then \(\Delta C_m(n)/Q(n)\) decreases with \(n\), and vice versa. Since \(Q(n)\) decreases with \(n\), the relation between \(\Delta C_m(n)\) and \(Q(n)\) will be convex (Fig. S3B). Thus, if a pool of granules depletes (saturation of \(\sum_n \Delta C_m(n)\) vs \(\sum_n Q(n)\)) then, deceivingly, this would appear as a cooperativity-like per-pulse relation between \(\Delta C_m(n)\) versus \(Q(n)\). The opposite is true when \(\Delta C_m(n)/Q(n)\) increases with \(n\). These conclusions are independent of any assumptions on calcium sensitivity or spatial control of exocytosis and refilling.

In summary, care must be taken when interpreting \(\Delta C_m\) as a function of \(Q\). It is most suitable for the study of exocytosis in response to short depolarizations at different durations. Inactivation of \(I_{Ca}\) can masquerade as pool depletion, and the curvature of the relation can misleadingly suggest cooperativity or saturation. In spite of such pitfalls, the relation between \(\Delta C_m\) and \(Q\) from a pulse-length protocol can be useful as a reference, to which one can compare results from disease or mutant animal models, even if the Ca\(^{2+}\)-currents are different in the two groups. However, if the relationship is changed, then further studies are needed to understand the underlying cause of this modification of \(\Delta C_m\) as a function of \(Q\). Valuable insight can be obtained by varying the test potential or \([Ca^{2+}]_e\), but this should be combined with full pulse-length protocols under the various conditions. Knowledge about the kinetics of different Ca\(^{2+}\)-channel types and their involvement in exocytosis from experiments with Ca\(^{2+}\)-channel antagonists is necessary for a complete picture. In the case when exocytosis is mainly occurring away from Ca\(^{2+}\)-channels, the dynamics of \([Ca^{2+}]_{mem}\), which can be modulated by exogenous buffers such as EGTA, is the most important factor in determining the relation between \(\Delta C_m\) and \(Q\).
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### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Pool depletion:</th>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Examples:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with</td>
<td>without</td>
<td>with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-channel ND (SCND)</td>
<td>concave</td>
<td>linear</td>
<td>Fig. 1A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCND + delay</td>
<td>sigmoidal</td>
<td>convex</td>
<td>Fig. 1BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster, ch.-saturation</td>
<td>sigmoidal</td>
<td>convex</td>
<td>Fig. 2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster, ch.-cooperativity</td>
<td>concave</td>
<td>concave</td>
<td>Fig. 2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCND + other fast ch.-type</td>
<td>sigmoidal</td>
<td>convex</td>
<td>Fig. S1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCND + other slow ch.-type</td>
<td>concave</td>
<td>concave</td>
<td>Fig. S1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submembrane</td>
<td>sigmoidal</td>
<td>convex</td>
<td>Fig. 3D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overview of expected relations between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ in the pulse-length protocol in various scenarios (ch.=channel), with references to the corresponding figures in this work. Italic fonts are used to indicate weak curvatures. Examples from the literature that might correspond to the scenarios with or without pool depletion are suggested in the last two columns.
Figure Captions

Figure 1
Cumulative capacitance $\Delta C_m$ as a function of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-entry $Q$ for the case of single-channel nanodomains controlling exocytosis. Simulations of Eqs. 4-5 with $I_{Ca}(t) = 120 \text{ pA} \exp(-t/100\text{ms})$ (5) with either $R_0 = 50 \text{ fF}$ and $A = 0.2/\text{pC}$ (pool depletion), or $R_0 = 1000 \text{ fF}$ and $A = 0.01/\text{pC}$ (no depletion). A: In the case of no delay, the relation is exponential (dashed curve, Eq. 6), which simplifies to a linear function in the absence of pool depletion (solid curve, Eq. 7). B: With a single, explicit delay (here, $\tau = 15 \text{ ms}$ (5)), the $x$-axis is followed until $(Q(\tau), 0)$, after which the relation is approximately exponential (dashed, Eq. 9) or linear (solid curve). The grey curves are from panel A. C: With distributed or several delays (here, 5 pools with delays $\tau = 5 - 25 \text{ ms}$ and total size as in panel A were simulated), the overall relation is either sigmoidal (dashed curve) or, in the absence of pool depletion, convex (solid). The dotted curves indicate the progressive sums of single-delay curves (compare with solid, black curve in panel B), corresponding to the progressive release of pools with different delays and no pool depletion. The grey curves are from panel A.

Figure 2
Inverted curvature of $\Delta C_m$ as a function of $Q$ illustrated by the special case of channel clustering. A: Exocytosis is assumed to result from nanodomains below channel clusters, either for the case of channel saturation (concave, dashed curve; Eq. 14 with $K = 5$) or for the case of channel cooperativity (convex, solid curve; Eq. 15 with $K = 3$). B: The whole-cell $\text{Ca}^{2+}$-current $I_{Ca}$ is assumed to inactivate with a time-constant of 100 ms (grey curve). Exocytosis as a function of time is shown for the case of channel saturation (dashed curve) and channel cooperativity (black, solid curve) calculated from the functions shown in panel A. C: The curvature of $\Delta C_m$ as a function of $Q$ is inverted compared to panel B, and is convex in the in the case of channel saturation (dashed curve), while it is concave with channel cooperativity (solid curve). The open and closed circles indicate the corresponding variables at an early and a later time-point, respectively. See main text for further details. All variables have been normalized for easier comparison.
Figure 3

Cooperativity-like relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ when exocytosis occurs away from Ca$^{2+}$-channels. Simulation of Eqs. 17-18 with parameters $E_{\text{max}} = 1000$ fF/s, $K_E = 2$ µM, $n = 3$, $f = 0.01$, $\alpha = 50$ µM/s/pA, $k = 300$ s$^{-1}$, $Ca_c = 0.2$ µM.A: The whole-cell Ca$^{2+}$-current is assumed to consist of two parts with one sustained component and another component that inactivates exponentially with a time-constant of 100 ms, $I_{Ca} = (0.3 + 0.7 \exp[-t/100\text{ms}]) \times 100$ pA. B: The $[Ca^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$-trace is increasing as a function of time due to its delayed build-up. C: The exocytotic rate $E$ is assumed to be saturated by $[Ca^{2+}]_{\text{mem}}$ for most of the experiment. The circle indicates the inflection point after which saturation occurs. The same point is shown in the other panels. D: Even after $E$ is saturated, $\Delta C_m$ as a function of $Q$ follows a convex curve.
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Figure S1: More channel types can change the relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$. A: Exocytosis is assumed to be controlled from nanodomains associated with Ca$^{2+}$-channels, which inactivate exponentially with a time-constant of 100 ms (black curve, $I_{exo} = 100$ pA exp$\{-t/100\text{ms}\}$). In addition, the presence of another Ca$^{2+}$-current type is assumed, either with an inactivation time-constant of 500 ms (blue curve, $I_{slow} = 100$ pA exp$\{-t/500\text{ms}\}$) or of 30 ms (red curve, $I_{fast} = 100$ pA exp$\{-t/30\text{ms}\}$). B: The presence of a slowly inactivating Ca$^{2+}$-current unassociated with exocytosis (panel A, blue curve) accentuates the saturating (exponential, cf. Fig. 1A; black, dashed curve) relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ (blue, dashed curve), while the otherwise linear relation in the absence of pool depletion (cf. Fig. 1A; black, solid curve) becomes concave (blue, solid curve). C: The relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ is changed from exponential (with pool depletion; black, dashed curve) or linear (no pool depletion; black, solid curve) to sigmoidal (with pool depletion; red, dashed curve) or convex (no pool depletion; red, solid curve) in the presence of a rapidly inactivating Ca$^{2+}$-current unassociated with exocytosis (panel A, red curve). $\Delta C_m$ was calculated from $I_{exo}$ as in Fig. 1A, whereas $Q = \int_0^t (I_{exo} + I_{slow}) dt$ (panel B) or $Q = \int_0^t (I_{exo} + I_{fast}) dt$ (panel C).
Figure S2: Varying $[Ca^{2+}]_e$ or pulse potential. The black, dotted lines reflect the linear relation (no pool depletion) from Eq. 7 as in Fig. 1A, but for three different values of $A = 0.01$/pC, 0.0075$/pC$ or 0.005$/pC$ (upper to lower line). If $Q$ and $A$ both increase or decrease when $[Ca^{2+}]_e$ or the pulse potential is varied, then a convex relation between $\Delta C_m$ and $Q$ arises (blue circles and curve, $\Delta C_m = 1.5Q^2$), while a concave (red triangles and curve, $\Delta C_m = 32[1−\exp(−Q/1.7)]$) or a decreasing (black crosses and curve, $\Delta C_m = 60 − 5.8Q$) can be obtained when $Q$ and $A$ are inversely related.
Figure S3: Train protocol. A: Under, for example, the assumption of pool depletion, $\Delta C_m$ (circles) declines faster than $Q$ (triangles) from pulse to pulse. B: Plotting $\Delta C_m$ versus $Q$ per pulse yields a convex relationship. The curve is followed from high to low values (south-west direction). C: Plotting cumulative $\Delta C_m$ versus cumulative $Q$ yields in contrast a concave relationship. The curve is followed from low to high values (north-east direction).